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DraLitahriP ca._Larz/gug,_AviB.P.M 

_:. VICKI 	AZVAPAN, hereby declare as follows: 
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I am over 18 years cf age and A resident of the State 

41. 1  cf Texas. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth 

5 ' herein and, if called upon to do so, could and would competently 

61  testlfy thereto. 

From 1972 until 1987, 7 was a Weigher of 731..ous 

. nf Scientology ("Church") entitLes. CurIng ',hat ti=e 	held a 

9i num-::er of :.mportant positions Ln the corporate and ecclesiastioaL 

10 hierarchy of the Church. : was also a devout believer in the 

religion of Scientology. In March of 1987, my husband Richard 

Aznaran and I loft our positions with the ChurCh and returned 

home to Texas from California. At the time we left, Richard and 

I voluntarily executed -certain releases and waivers in full 

settlement of any and all disputes we had with the Church. in 

April 1988, notwithstanding our execution of those releases and 

waivers, Richard and I filed a lawsuit against several Church 

ent:.ties and individuals in the United States District Court for 

the central District of California. 

3. 	During the time I was a senior Church executive, I 

gained first- hand knowledge of the manner in which some apostate 

former Church members had pursued civil claims against the 

church, and obtained successful verdicts or judgmehte or 

favorable settlements notwithstanding the merits. The courts 

consistently allowed the Churoh's adversaries Leeway to introduce 

allegations without regard to the normal rules of procedure and 

evidence. At the time, this was a source of great concern to tip 

both as a Scientologist and a Church executive, particularly 
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since my staff duties included responsibilities regarding certain 

areas cf. litigation. 

4. Thus, having participated in scientology litigation 

ctn as a Church executive end as a litigant against the Ch%rc, 

1 bring two distinct, but related, perspectives to this 

declaration from my personal knowledge and observation. 

37_ 7-tca 7.ime my husband and I brought our 	suit z -,:h':'.erstood 

tnat the legal system could be used to pursue my position. 

9,  Tater, upon having sued various Scientology churches and having 

allied myself with other litigants and their counsel suing 

Scientology churches, 2 observed first hand the ways in which the 

legal system is successfully used by litigants and counsel 

opposing the_Cturch. 

5. The fundamental prsmise upon which the Church's 

adversaries and their lawyers operate is the likelihood that 

courts and juries ars willing to believe any allegation made 

against the Church by a former member, without regard to 

plausibility, contrary evidence or the true facts. That concept 

WAS most succinctly expressed, on videotape, by anti-Scientology 

litigant, Gerald Armstrong, when he stated that a lack of 

documents or evidence Was no impediment to litigating against the 

Church, when the litigant can *just allege it." The active 

pursuit of that litigation approach has now led to the formation 

of a smell group of disaffected Seientologiats who are now 

employed by an even smaller number of attorneys who are making a 

practice of litigating against the Church. This stable of 

witnesses can be relied upon to furnish 'corroboration" for any 

allegation which an attorney wishes to make against the Church in 
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pleadings, at deposition, in affidavits, and ultimately .n trial 

t.as1„j.mcny, 

6. 	The process of "just alleging it" begins with the 

complaint. For example, in the complaint which was flied cn our 

tehalf against the Church, there were nunerous allegations which 

were either falss or which we could not substantiate. When : 

initially deposed in cur case, I conceded that r,...LmerOus 

8 7f 	complaint should not have bean d:raftad by counSel in the 

9 fashion they were. Thus, for example, in deposition in June, 

1988, I testified that the allegation in paragraph 7 of our 

11i complaint, that the "(Church) organizations were created solely 

for the purpose of making money from the sal* of copyrights of 

the book Dianetica...,  was not true. I testified that I did hot 

create corporate structures within the Church and that I do not 

know where this allegation in paragraph 16 of our complaint came 

from. 

7. Thor* ware several other Lmproper or incorrect 

allegations which should not have appeared in the complaint that 

I had to acknowledge in deposition. A- another *sample, the 

ccmpleint alleged in paragraph 16 that I worked for Author 

services, Inc., in managing the sales of copyright of the book 

oianetics. In deposition I testified that I never worked for 

Author Services, Inc. and vas not aware of any such see of 

copyrights. 

8. Paragraph 16 of the complaint included the allegation 

that I had bean employed as a "aissionsire to remove assets of 

Defendant Church of Scientology of California to overseas trusts 

where they could not be accessed. This allegation was false. and 
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Lt was nct an allegation  that either my husband c: I requested to 

Included in the complaint. I was definitely not employed for 

3 ' !-,tat reason, and I have never claimed that I was. 

4 	9. It was also alleged in paragraph 16 of the compaint 

that I was employed as a "missionaira" to "set up sham corporate 

stnIttures to evade prosecution ;eneraly." :his al"..elatLtn 

1:s0 false. I was never employed for that purpose. 	T 	-.aver 

even neard of that allegation untti : read it in the filed 

9  ' znmplaint. I did not mans that allegation, and I do not Knmw 

10;; '.were it came from. 

IT,. Paragraph 12 of to complaint contains the false 

12. 11e4aticn that my husband and t were forced to "involuntarily 

131  abandon Cour] identities, spouses, and loyalties....'` My 

14, deposition testimony established that this was not the case. For 

15 example, my husband used to engage in his hobby of target 

161 shooting during his years in the Church. We had pats, including 

7  a -.4krman shepherd which my husband trained in his spare time. 

18  took riding lessons. I also trained in karate, because I was 

19! interested in learning that discipline. These were all ways in 

nni 
4V  which my husband and I amprassed our individuality while on staff 

and demonstrate no abandoneent, forced or othsriise, of our 

individual interests. 

11. my husband and I both testified to numerous separate, 

factual errors in the complaint. Our attorney firm, Cummins & 

White, and later our sub-savant counsel, Ford Greene, were aware 

of these errors to which we testified. twin though we asked them 

to, no attsmpt to file a corrected or amended complaint was ever 

made, nor did any such correction ever occur. 
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12. 	The abusive device 7.
1c)st consistently utilized oy 

1H 

2'1 1-L':-:-gants and counsel adverse to the Church occurs in connection 

HJ,,,tr1 the filing of declarations or aff',davits. It is common 

-L Know:edge among the stable of disaffected ex-Scientoisgists who 
it 
5upply such sworn statements that the attorneys dictate the 

4esl-ed content of such tostiTony with the ;ri.Tary, ,ften io._e, 

urpcse of presenting Inflammatory acc-;sations that pre:utica 

-;h..irch in the ayes of the court. In such declaaations or 

affidavits, context, the truth, and relevance to the 1SSU4S in 

the case are disregarded altogether. As time has passed and this 

technique hts evolved, anti-Church. litigant* and their counsel 

have become more and more emboldened in making such declarations 

and affidavits because the tactic hat proven to be so effective 

in poisoning courts and juries against the church. 

13. The most common and probably the most devastating 

manifestation of this tactic is the usa of allegations concerning 

the so-called "Fair Games policy of the Church. The term "Flair 

Game" has been misrepresented and repeatedly used by the Church's 

litigation adversaries as a means to create prejudice against the 

Church. To accomplieh that end, counsel fashions a deClaration 

in which the witness identifies an ugly *vent -a real, imagined, 

cr lust plain invented -- and then alleges that it was a 

deliberate act which was committed by the Church. The idea is to 

create the false impression that the Church is coamitting acts of 

retribution in pursuit of "Tsar Game." 

14. A central el.:sant of exploiting the "Fair Game* tactic 

le to stake certain that the allegations are crafted so they 

cannot be oblectively disproved. In other words, the declarant 
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-was dome by the Church pursuant to the Fair Game "policy." By so 

4 ioir.y, the declarant has put 	 tha irzpossbLa 

position of trying to prove a negative and trying to prove •_t 

N , 
D-IwIthout doc‘,Arentaticn. It becomes a matter of tna leciarnt's 

' 	against that of the Ch',:ron, inJ by 7.1Xing tna lc: alleged 

;,:fflo!_ently despioabla, tn.! reslt 	;re:udice against "re 

9' :hurct. 

10 	15. The Fair Game policy was a policy to forward 

11 Scientology's ballet that any attacks on Scientology by those 

12: saekinq to destroy it ware to be vigorously defended by legal 

13! means and never ignored. It was not a policy condoning or 

14F - encouraging illegal or criminal activities. The policy was 

I5i misinterpreted by others and was thus cancalad. It has since 

16 been used by litigants over tto years as a vehicle to give 

17  credibility to allegations to try to projudics courts against 

18 Scientology. An avant happens such as someone's wife dies in a 

car accident, and the allegation is sade that this is a murder 

ootomitted by the Church pursuant to "Fair Game; policy, This 

technique is known to those who attack the Church and so they 

continue to use this% tare to try to prejudice the courts. TheS* 

pimple feel comfortable making scandalous allegations, knowing 

that the Church does not have such s policy. I ear unaware of any 

allegations of "Pair Came" being sada by persons who have pimply 

left the church. Rather, the charges of Fair Same are invariably 

=ad* by parties who have subsequently become involved in 

litigation with the Church and who have started working with 
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to doc%4Manted in a  ,:eingltle form and then alleges that 
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1 	ther anti-Scientology litigants _`'am 	 thls tactic. 

:6. It has been my axparLenc* :hat these litigants and 

3 	awyers tecome emboldened because the hIstory of Scientology 

4 litigation demonstrates that virtually any charge leveled against 

the Church in litigation by an avowed enemy, no patter hew 

Dtt.3.cgev.ls  or :.nfouncled, will to accepted and rel ieved. 	?.Asei 

experience it is a matter of zcmron Knowledge :hat efforts 

to refute such preudicial allegations nave cormonl.i 

nct neen telitiv'ed in the COttrt3. 

17. Thus, it has becoma a routine practice of litigants to 

nake accusations against the Church, including even false 

allegations of throats of surdar, which would be summarily thrown 

out of court as unsupported and scandalous in other litigation. 

They. do it becausis it works, and they do it by daliberately 

mischaracterizing the term "Fair Games. They do it as an 

intentional means to destroy the reputation of the Church in the 

context of litigation so that they can win money or force the 

Church to settle. 

12. The taro "fair gas." has become a catch phrase for 

those who attack the Church. When I was in the Church I never 

heard it referred to as a policy to be used, the only tine it was 

discussed was in reference to litigation in which it was being 

alleged by Church adversaries. When I was in the Church, I knew 

that litigants opposing the Church were constantly making fair 

game allagations against us and that those allegations ware 

.nonsense. I also know the frustration those allegations caused 

becaue. of the willingness of courts and juries to sabrace them. 

From my experience in litigating against the Church, I can see 
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I ' that nothing has changed in this r egard. I also know from my 

o. ,  ..?:.(pAar -..ences in suirq the church and from my Association with 

.7..getion adversaries of the Church that they know that 

4'; "Fair Lama" as they portray it is not Church policy. "Fair Cams" 

ex;.sts only as a litigation tactic employed loai_hs the Church. 

11. There are other thir.gs I nave seen and f'Kperle7ced In 

antl-Scientology litigation that seem very unusual to ne. :hers 

is a ~romp or "team" of anti-Scientology witnesses who are tilIng 

9 paid for their testimony, and 'oased on my experience, this 

testimony is being altered and falsified, either by the witnesses 

themselves or the attorneys. For example, Graham Berry, counsel 

of record for a defendant in the case of :4I v. Fielman, filed 

13 numerous declarations from ex-Scientologista after the lawsuit 

141 was dismissed which had been purchased for zany thousands of 

15
1 
 dollars. Mr. Berry told me that these payments were made 

16 possible because his Client had insurance coverage. 

20. In February of 1994, Mr. Berry called my husband and me 

and offered to hire us at the rata of $125 per hour for us to 

study materials in the Zigkaga calla and to write declarations 

supporting issue* Mr. Berry wished us to support in the liohmaq 

case. Mr. Berry gave us en advance of 52,500, which we wars 

expected to bill apinst service* rendered. He told us that 

beCeusePhie client in the Itishman case had insurance coverage, 

the insurance money enabled hie to do this. Hs said he was able 

to get the insurance company to pay our salaries by naming us as 

wexperts", which also enabled the use our declarations without 

regard to whether we were actually witnesses to the events at 

issue in the fish-man case, which we were not. 
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1 ! I 	 21. Mr. Berry told QS ne had assembled a team of former 
o 1 _ ,;entologists for U30 :in litigation, all of whom were employed 

3 i t./ h , m in the ii$nMaG  case as so-called experts. 	Altncugh we 

rot eager to gat involved in Fishman's litigation, we agreed 
• 

5 I 47.2  •o necausa the $2,500 advance ty Mr. Berry was ttrac7:.Lye. 

erry sant '.:s; sore docments fr= 	 reoprd 	:no 

• 7ir:7r:an  case_ which Z read, since 7 was 'nein; paii 3125 per ho.ir 

to do so. 

91! 	22. I know from subsequent conversations 1 have had that 

10!!.k.r.dre Taayoyon is similarly employed, as are Vaughn and Stacy 

III Young and others, each paid to create declarations for Mr. Berry 

12! when ha needs thee, On the basis of my knowledge of the Church 

13 and the declarants, I can state that those individuals_are.not 

14 "experts" in any recognized sans. of the word as I understand it. 

15  They are nothing more than witnesses who ars being paid to macs 
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statements against the Church. More tnan 'just being paid, 

they are actually employed by Mr. Berry as a source of signed 

declarations of testimony or as a "source" of allegations, the 

need for such is decided by him. 

23. tater in February 1994, Mr. Berry called us again. He 

said that the Church had dismissed the Li an case and ha needed 

declarations from us on en immediate basis for use in his motion 

to recover attorney* CAM* and costs. I thought this was odd, 

since it seemed to me that one would support such a motion with 

receipts, bills, invoices, and such. Even though it seemed 

senseless to provide declarations alter the case was dismissed, I 

told him I would provide a declaration because he had already 

paid and I would rather have dons this than return the money he 
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had paid us. Me then toll us what areas of testir:ony ns wanted 

- s..to cover in the declartions. Acccrd.:ngly, I' transmitted 

aerry's firm a sight—,:age declaration which I ;lad prepared on 

rzy word processor and signed on the last page bearing the date of 

February 24, 1994. 

24. 	I recently learned that Mr. Berry actually f:lt. 

nl,reear,-page declaration pl.irpertadly signed by !te. Mr. Berry 
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attached my signature to z. declaration wnIch I  never saw or 

a'„Ithcrized. 

25. 	Passages inserted without my knowledge or authorization 

in the version of my declaration filed by Mr. Berry include 

statements that are an true and/or about which t have no personal 

knowledge. 	Not only did I not make these statements, I never 

14 heard of them before. 	The following are some exemplos of these 

15 falsities: 

16 a) 	In my decleration there are statements 

17 concerning "Project quaker" which are false. 	In fact I 

18 have never heard of "Project Quaker," and the statement 

19 in the version of my declaration Mr. Berry riled 

20 (paragraph 7) was not in the declaration I sent to Mr. 

21 Berry. 	It could not have been as I have never heard of 

22 
"Project Quakfirgt 

23 b) The statamanta in the filed declaration 

24 concerning the death cif Michelle Miscavige's mother 

25 were added to without authorization by me. 	This 

26 included mentiOft of the death of Heber :entzschi s wife 

27 which ie not semething Z had ever spoken to Mr. Berry 

28 about, and z hays no knowledge and never heard anything 
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that indicated there was anytninq unusual acut Mr. 

Ientzsch's wife death. 	died cf natural causes. 

7he statements concerning Flo Barnett's death were not 

put tn context and were not reant to imply that there 

was any wrongdoing surrounding her death. 

:n approximately Septenher :)35, when 	wa3 

:ep%Ity Inspector Seneral 	ReIlgious :ethnology canter 

- TC"), I learned that Mary Florence Barnett, irs. 

Xiscavige's mother, had committed suicide. She had 

been involved with a group of disaffected former 

Sciontologists who practiced altered versions of 

Scientology. I only know that after hearing about her 

death, both David and Shelly Kiscaviga were very upset 

over the fact that Flo Barnett had killed herself. 

also wish to make known that I have seen mention in an 

affidavit by Vaughn Young that David Miscavige ordered 

the matter "hushed up." This was stated in the context 

c,st indicating wrongdoing on Kr. Miscaviga's part and 

ineinuating he had some participation in the matter. A 

careful and literal reading of the statement shows that 

Mr. Young never actually says he knows Mr. Miscavige 

was involved in this suicide, or that there was any 

%Wieland* of eildh, but by innuendo his statement still 

leaves this impression. To my knowledge there was 

never any order by David Miscavige or anyone else to 

keep the matter quiet. /f any such order existed, it 

would most likely have been given to me. And since I 

took actions to make the matter quits well known and 
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never heard anybcdy, let alore Cavid IlscavIgii, ask for 

the natter to be hushed up, 	thLs statement and 

the innuendo to ba false; 

c) the entirety of paragraph 15 on page 10 of the 

.aclaration filed by Kr. Berry ccncerning L. Ron 

Hhhard and the :RS was written by so:-neone otner than 

7e and was inserted into y Jeclaratloh wItcUt -y 

:Knowledge or authorization. This entire paragraph 

makes ..infolanded and outrageous allegations intended to 

create the impression that David Miscaviga or any other 

Soientologist would want Mr. Hubbard to die in order to 

avoid supposed IRS problems. This is unthinkable to 

any scientologist, and I never heard this or any 

similar statement made by anyone in the Church. 

d) Paragraph 15 of the declaration claims that "Tarle 

,coley Esq. and others convinced the San Luis Cbispo coroner 

not to do an autopsy on Hubbard's body" Implying there was 

something hidden or covered up about Kr. Hubbard's death. 

This is false. It vas not written by me and I know of no 

such thing. I was in a position to have knowledge of this 

matter and I MOW that !Ir. Hubbard died of natural causes 

and the statement attributed to Mil is a complete 

fabrication. 

e) There is else a statement made in paragraph 1S that 

Mike Rinder's child received °Rubbard'a baby care 

technology.° The implication is that the child's death had 

something to do with Scientology which I never believed to 

be the case. I did not make this statement and have no 
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1.nformation that this vas :ha case. 

f) In fact, paragraphs 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 

29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35A and 35B -were not ir, the version 

,!,f the declaration that : sent 	Mr. 5trry to re filed. Ha 

Added them after the fact, and I never saw them before .:!-.1s 

teclaraton was filed and I heyer 	author:zatch for 

3erry to add any of those :hinqs to my declaraticn. 

q) The statements-  concerning the church of 

scientology International ("CS") and whether the Tir.e 

article concerned CSI, and the corporate structure of 

the Church (paragraph 20) were also not in the version 

I signed and sent to Mr. Berry. And again, I know the 

atatament to be entirely false. 

h) one other point 2 wish to clarify concerning 

the use of "End of Cycle." There is nothing in 

Scientology writings which relates the term "End of 

Cycle" to connote murder or suicide. To my knowledge, 

this characterisation of the term "End of Cycle" was 

invented by Steven Fishman. 2 have never heard this 

term used by the Church to mean "suicide" or "murder" 

and even though I an a disaffscted ex-Scientologist, I 

know it to be a false allegation. Its only use is to 

smear that Church for litigation purposes as detailed 

earlier. I earlier verbally told Mr. Berry this when 

he first contacted me for this exact information. 

25. I gave no authorisation for my declaration to be 

changed after I sent the signed copy of it to mr. aerry and the 

changes made to my declaration were made without my knowledge or 
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11  consent. Mir•. Berry never contacted me after he filed the 

2! manufactured 19 page version of my declaration. Had r not later 

3: obelined a copy of the declaration filed by Mr. Berry from 

4; another source, I never would have found out about any of these 

5 oi alterations. 

T declare under the penalty of per:ury under the 13ws cf t'r.= 
•• 

States of_AmeriC4,--'ami-under —the Laws of each individua:. 

Z; sate thereof, including the laws of the states of California and 

9. Texas, that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed this I 	 day of May, 1904 in Dalias, Texas. 
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